A pre-Kindergarten through 8th grade Catholic parochial school, St. Stephen School is dedicated to the ideals of educating children in an environment that surrounds them with Christian values. The school strives to educate the whole child spiritually, academically, physically, socially, and emotionally. Every effort is made to cultivate within each child a positive self-image and to heighten his/her awareness of the dignity and worth of others.
St. Stephen School Board

Thank you!

Christopher Deaver, Chair
Fr. George Gannon, Pastor
Mary Patrick, Principal
Craig Bryant
Marcus Madsen
Sharon Ellwood
Jen Cummings
Jim Kalinosky, Parish Council Rep
Janet Wenger
Patty O'Brien
Tim Snyder
Janice Duff

Students live in 25+ zip codes including 3 counties and Baltimore City

335 Students
54 New Students
95% Retention Rate

Annual Fund raised $61,126
From 184 donors
Gifts ranging from $5-$5000!
Our tuition is in the lower half of Catholic elementary schools in the Archdiocese of Baltimore! And our tuition is all-inclusive of fees!
Recent Improvements and Achievements

- Once we were notified of the mandatory shutdown in March, St. Stephen School did not miss a beat with virtual instruction. Students successfully transitioned to distance learning via Zoom and Google Meet from March until June 2020.

- Provided in-person learning since September 2020. Families were given the option of in-person or virtual learning. Our teachers provided both options, providing quality education to our students.

- Moved and renovated the Nurses Suite and Admissions Office.

- Changed our preschool program to a full-day, 5 day a week, Preschool 4 program for the 21/22 school year.

- Raised $19,000+ from our summer Days of Giving Covid Relief fundraiser.

- Received the Constellation Community Champions Grant.

- Hosted many traditional events virtually, such as the wine tasting and trivia night, successfully.

- Equipped Ben Q boards in all classrooms.

- Upgraded the wifi throughout all buildings.

- Upgraded all tablets for 3rd and 6th graders to start our new technology program to stay competitive in the area.

- All homeroom teachers and resource teachers received upgraded laptops.
We gratefully acknowledge the generous donors who support St. Stephen School's mission.

St. Stephen Society ~ $1,000+
- Ronald Knowles
- M/M Robert Melewski
- Bruce Fischer
- M/M Ed Frazier
- Jane Kinsel ’69

St. Stephen Circle ~ $500-$999
- M/M Ray Colombo
- M/M Craig O’Brien
- M/M John Hannan
- Pamela Cuddy
- M/M Patrick Dolan
- P. Gregory Williams
- Michael D. Rew
- M/M Thomas Smith

Eagles Club ~ $100-$249
- Kathleen McMurray
- Mary DiPietro
- M/M Alfred Webster
- Barbara White
- Richard Bennett, Jr.
- George Bosse
- Matthew Lattin
- Lambert Boyce
- Kevin White
- M/M William Mcmahon
- M/M Gerald Stone
- M/M Bruce Seward
- Herman Schmidt
- M/M Robert Holmes
- M/M Steven Draayer
- Ronald Stearn
- M/M Edward Copes
- M/M Anthony Bianco

Principals Club ~ $250-$499
- May Peach
- M/M James Kalinosky
- M/M William Ballwanz
- M/M James Wolf
- M/M Dave Shackelford
- Debra Fetsch
- M/M Tom Melody
- M/M Thomas Hirsch
- M/M Kevin Campion
- M/M John Herzog
- M/M Howard McComas
- John Troiano
- Robert Delaney
- Ben Whetzel & Amanda Gallagher
- Gina Logothetis
- Sheryl Wilhite
- Mary DiPietro
- Wenger Family
- M/M Christopher Deaver
- M/M James Velten
- M/M Warren Patrick
- Janice Duff
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Eagles Club ~ $100-$249

Louise A. Bonnie
M/M Philip Kolson
M/M Joseph Lofredo
M/M Joseph Salvo
M/M Alexis Edminster
M/M James Velten
Jean Marie Lewis
M/M Craig Bryant
M/M Matthew Burruano
M/M Spiros Prapas
Antonio Portera
E. Virginia Baranoski
M/M Alvin Ward
Judith Sikorski
Danielle Pike
M/M Albert Falcone
M/M James Oswinkle
Wayne Hobik
Earl J. Acquaviva, Jr.
Michelle Sweeney
M/M Joshua Campbell
Catherine Keller
M/M James Adams
M/M Jerome Zavodny
Patricia MacCord
M/M George Widman
Joseph Silva
M/M Francis Sgambati
M/M Ronald Chickillo
M/M Brian Page
M/M George Malick
Karen Syrylo
M/M George Cumberland
Margaret Caine

$1 - $99 Friends of St. Stephen

Melissa Shifflett
Kristin Lore
Cara Harding
Margaret Sheppard
Staci Cignatta
Barbara Heydt
Amy Przywara
Katie Cornelia
Dana Pennacchia
Erica Wells
Rebecca Grasham
Patricia Cromer
Nicole Marcellino
Mary Cumberland
Michelle Sweeney
Jennifer Discher
Lisa Miner
Joseph Depew
Stacy Sauers
Kathleen McMurray
Shannon Patino
Jennifer Discher
Laura McMahon
Anna Deck
M/M William Moran
M/M Matthew Morris
Adrienne Brown
M/M Ron Travers
M/M Gerard Heid
Mary Ford
M/M Norman Belbot
M/M Robert Zastawski
M/M Ronald Behr
Grace Dale
Loretta O'Mara
Louise Vasta
Donley Family
Jeannie Schwartz
Bernie Hayden
M/M Robert Steigerwald
Veronica Dilworth
M/M Bernard Wesolowski
M/M Edward Lauttman, Jr.
M/M Stephen Hollie
Dolores Gizzi
M/M Kevin Riemer
Madeleine Murphy
M/M Zbigniew Dabrowski
Catherine Schoonover
Shirley Giunta
David Mosmiller
Elizabeth Kruger
M/M Raymond L'Altrelli
M/M Tony Cosentino
Judy Hines
M/M James Markley
M/M Earle Hurley
Frances Swenson
Barbara Stevens
Robert Swisko
Juana Irwin
Mary Zeller
Kerry Rand
Mary Zeller
Patricia M Bullis
Rosemary Profili
M/M James Dempsey
Cynthia Godsey
Kathy Lamont
M/M Donald Smith
M/M Gaspar De Stefano
Martha Soellner
Amy Fruhling
Alma Illian
Margaret Sheppard
Margaret Catherine
Amal Saba
Andrea Foltz
Patricia Budzynski
Katerina Logothetis
M/M Kyre Preis
Robert Somers
M/M Matthew Radebaugh
M/M Donald Lee